
 

  
 
MATLAB course – Winter semester 20/21 
Exercise 1 
 
 

1. To generate data, take your smartphone and open the PhyPhox app (when generating 
acceleration data, please select the accelerometer as active sensor according to the 
instructions “2020-10-30 MATLAB course WS20/21 - PhyPhox.pdf”).  

2. Open the file crash_detection_algrithm_v1.m and load the record into MATLAB using the 
"readtable" command. Use the "tic toc" command to measure the time it takes MATLAB to 
load the file. Then save the variable "data" in the workspace as a mat-file in the current folder. 
Replace program code 1 with program code 2. Test again the required time using tic toc. 

 
Program code 1 
% list = dir('*.xlsx');   % get all files with the ending ".xlsx" in the current folder 
% filenames = {list.name};    % get the filenames of the files in "list" 
% data = readtable(filenames{n});     % readtable loads the data which the file at position "n" in the list 
contains  
% data = table2array(data);   % reformat "data" from table to matrix 
 
 
 
Program code 2 
list = dir('*.mat');   % get all files with the ending ".mat" in the current folder 
filenames = {list.name};    % get the filenames of the files in "list" 
load(filenames{n}).  % loads the file with the name contained in the variable filename at position n 

 
 

3. Create a figure with 2 subplots. The first plot contains the x-acceleration (color: blue), the 
second the y-acceleration (color: green). Each plot should have a grid minor, x- and y-labels 
and a legend. To allow simultaneous zoom, link the axes of both plots.  

4. To display additional information within the figure, create text boxes with the command 
"annotation". These should contain the maximum absolute acceleration value in x- and y- 
direction. Round the value to one decimal place. 

5. In addition, add the information about the current date, time and name of the developer at the 
bottom of the screen. 

 
 


